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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to examine the dividends behavior of Pakistani firms by taking a macroeconomic
perspective. In doing that inflation and real growth are also considered. The paper examines the relationship
between dividend yield, return on equity, real growth and inflation in the Pakistan by applying ARDL approach
which is used to examine the relationship in the long run. Moreover, VECM is also applied to capture the short
run impact. Results of ARDL revealed a positive relationship between inflation and dividend payments, which
can be interpreted in two ways. First, inflation affects revenues and variable cost not the fixed cost; it simply
increases the nominal value of corporate earnings and therefore dividend payouts, and second is that managers
may try to pursue a dividend policy, which is considered to be optimal, believing that there is a desirable level of
real dividend income to be paid to their investors. The results of ARDL approach show that inflation, in long
term as well as in short run have positive relationship with dividends while return on equity and real growth rates
showed insignificant relationship with dividend yield in both long and short run. The estimated equation remains
stable over the period of study as indicated by CUSUM and CUSUMQ stability tests. This study is helpful for
various investors in deciding for investment when they have fear of considerable acceleration of inflationary
pressure. For example they can protect themselves against accelerating inflation rates when buying the stocks.
While formulating an optimal dividend policy of the firm, managers should carefully examine the inflationary
environment.
Keywords: inflation, dividends, ARDL approach
1. Introduction
The financial policies of a country affect the financial performances of the companies and their future
sustainable development and growth. The financial decisions of the companies can be influenced by several
internal and external factors or so called determinants of financial policies. In fact internal factors and their
impacts can be managed by a company, at the same time macroeconomic factors cannot be controlled by the
managers. However both types of determinants have a significant influence on the corporate financial decisions.
And the knowledge about the level, direction and power of their impact support companies to make effective
decisions for the purpose of financial stability and sustainable growth. Returns of the investors depend upon the
performance of the companies and performance of the companies in turn depends upon the controllable and
uncontrollable factors in the economy. Investors place their investment decision on the expected performance of
the companies.
Investor’s returns can take the forms of dividends and capital gains. According to clientele effect, an individual
investor constructs his portfolios by having a mixture of capital gains and dividends. Some investors give more
weights to capital gains and some others to dividends depending upon their short term and long term investment
needs. According to Fischer Hypothesis (1930), there exists a positive relationship between inflation and capital
gains of investors. Various studies conducted by Schwert and Fama (1977), Bodie (1976), Geske and Roll (1983),
Gultekin (1983), Amihud(1996), Kolari and Anari (2001) and Luintel and Paudyal (2006) have focused on the
relationship between inflation and capital gain of investors which is one form of investor’s return. Only few
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studies, for example, Basse (2009) and Basse and Reddemann (2011) have focused on the relationship between
inflation and dividends which is the another important portion of investor’s return. This study therefore attempts
to explain returns of the investors in the form of dividends from a macroeconomic perspective using inflation
and real growth rates in Pakistani economy.
There are many macroeconomic factors which may affect the overall economy. Inflation is of prime focus
because it affects the overall economy and consequently on companies operating in particular environment. In an
environment of inflation, companies cannot think about their future, manufacturers keep on increasing prices,
investments decline and financial institutions suffer. According to Schwert (1981), stock market showed a
negative reaction to the announcement of unexpected inflation although the magnitude of reaction was not so
great. Modigliani and Cohn (1979) found that investors hesitate to invest in an environment of inflation because
they get uncertain about future cash flows. In a study conducted by Greg (2011), results revealed that inflation
uncertainties affect the investment in a way that in periods of high inflation, there is less investment in fixed
assets which distort mostly the investment decisions of poor entrepreneurs. They don’t include long term
securities in their portfolios and invest in short term securities or secure securities. Accroding to Bradt and Wang
(2003), investors get risk averse in their behaviors by requiring higher inflation adjusted returns.
According to Miller and Modigliani (1961), in a perfect capital market and in absence of taxes, dividend
payments are irrelevant because it does not affect the value of the firm. So there exists no optimal dividend
policy as changes in dividends have no economic implication. According to Black (1976), dividends are puzzle
like more we look into this more it gets confusing.
But Agency Theory by Jensen and Meckling (1979) provides justification for the payments of dividends as these
are used as a signal by the management to inform the shareholders for the revised expectations of earnings. It is a
tool to overcome the information asymmetry. Various studies conducted on the importance of dividends
produced mixed empirical results. According to Allen and Michaely (1995), much work is left to be done on
dividends. Similarly, Collins, Saxena, and Wansley (1996) argued that dividend policy is yet an unresolved issue.
For this, dividend behavior is reviewed extensively by various researchers and in different points of time and in
different contexts. Most of the available research papers, address only firm specific determinants of dividend
policy. Results of these studies found to be mixed. Reasons for these mixed empirical findings can be due to
usual negligence of macroeconomic factors. Do macroeconomic variables influence dividend decisions of
Pakistani firms? The need to address this question is the prime motive of this study. Mohsin and Ashraf (2011)
in Pakistan and Pandey and Bhatt (2007) in India respectively studied the monetary policy restrictions as
macroeconomic factor on dividend decision of companies. Main purpose of this study is to analyze the dividend
policy from macroeconomic perspective using inflation and GDP growth rate.
Study also takes corporate earnings as these are the main drivers of dividends. An increase in earnings may lead
to increase in dividends. So, generally there is found a positive relationship between earnings and dividends.
Similarly, real economic growth is the main driver of earnings. An increase in real economic activity increases
the corporate earnings of different sectors operating in the economy leading to higher earnings which may
ultimately lead to higher dividend payments.
2. Literature Review
Investors required returns can take various forms, for example some investors prefer dividends while other
prefers capital gains. Dividends are payments that organizations pay to its shareholders out of earnings of firms
and are considered as returns to shareholders in providing finances to company. These can be paid in the form of
cash dividends, stocks dividends and liquidating dividends. Black (1976) wrote about dividend policy as
dividend puzzle that more we look at this puzzle more it gets confusing and question of optimal dividend policy
with why managers hesitate to cut dividend is an unanswerable yet.
There are various theories about dividend policy, but the work of Miller and Modigliani (1961) dividend
irrelevance theory put the foundation of an unending debate among the researchers. In their seminal work, Miller
and Modigliani demonstrated that dividend is irrelevant phenomenon whether companies pay it or not; it does
not affect shareholders wealth. According to this theory, dividend is irrelevant under certain assumptions.
Authors argued that it does not matter for investors whether they receive dividend streams or capital gains; their
overall value is not changed. Any dividend paid to shareholders is balanced by issuing more shares such that
gains of investors in the form of cash dividends are offset by decline in capital gains. Many researchers
supported the irrelevance hypothesis. For example Black and Scholes (1974) working on effect of dividend yield
and dividend policy on common stock prices and returns found that stock prices are not influenced by high yield
payout or low yield payout. Both high yield and low yield stocks had same expected returns in their study.
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Similarly work of Miller and Scholes (1982), Bernstein (1996) and Kaleem and Salahuddin (2006) also
supported MM irrelevance.
Besides of the support of Miller and Modigliani, different researchers, for example, Baker et al. (1985),
Partington (1985), Siddiqui (1995) and Baker and Powell (1999) rejected this hypothesis showing dividends as a
significant factor when investors make investment decisions in stocks. Stocks are considered to be hedge against
inflation. Various studies are conducted to empirically prove this assumption. Discussion remained only on one
aspect of the return that is capital gain. And literature on it starts from the work of Fischer (1930), who for the
first time studied the relationship among real returns, nominal returns and inflation. He presented his theory
known as “Fisher Hypothesis”. Applying Fisher Hypothesis to stocks, researchers argue that stocks can act as
effective hedge against inflation. Researchers explain this mechanism that as general price level increase in the
economy; it causes an increase in nominal value of shares and thus inflation does not affect the real value of
stocks.
As stocks are considered to be claims on real capital of the companies, these are taken as an effective hedge
against inflation to many investors. Financial analysts need to address corporate earnings while examining the
relationship between inflation and equity market. In an inflationary macroeconomic environment, firms are able
to increase their revenues. Thus with the growth of inflation, nominal earnings should also grow, enabling
management to have stabilized real earnings. These general arguments can help investor to consider such
relationship of stock returns and inflation.
But empirical evidences are contrary to the explanation. Fischer hypothesis does not move straight and results
are contradictory to his proposition. For example, Geske and Roll (1983), Gultekin, (1983), Amihud (1996) and
Engsted and Tanggaard (2002) found negative association between equity returns and inflation. This negative
association of inflation and equity returns is also empirically examined by Fama and Schwert (1977)). Fama
(1981) proposed that in order to estimate the returns, income growth should also be considered. Fischer
hypothesis cannot be rejected if income growth is included in the function. It is the proxy hypothesis that
explains the negative association of equity returns and inflation. These results have been examined by Reilly
(1997).
Some studies found a long run positive association of dividend and stocks, these findings confirmed that stocks
are inflation hedged. For example, Rao and Bhole (1990) reported a positive association of equity returns and
inflation in India. Similarly results of several other studies, Kolari and Anari (2001); Luintel and Paudyal (2006)
also confirmed positive relationship in their study. Moreover, Campbell and Shiller (1988) examined dual
association of inflation and equity returns. At one end, inflation creates uncertainties compelling investors to
require more returns and hence high discount rates leading to low returns, because returns are present value of all
expected cash flow. On the other end, inflation magnifies the revenues leading to higher expected returns. Over
all net effect remains positive in long run.
To many investors, the negative association of equity returns and inflation is a puzzle. For example a negative
association of inflation announcements to the equity market is found by Schwert (1981). He named the inverse
association of stock returns and inflation as “inflation-equity returns mystery. Feldstein (1982) claimed that
cause of inverse association of stock returns and inflation are the tax laws. Additionally, price system gets
distorted due to high inflation and slows down the economic growth, Barro (1996). According to Fama (1981),
the inverse association of inflation and stock returns exists because of the proxy hypothesis. Proxy hypothesis
states that the negative association of inflation and stock returns is the presence of two other relationships. One is
a positive association of future economic growth and equity returns, the second is a negative association of
future economic growth and inflation.
One can observe two trends in different studies, for example, Campbell and Shiller (1988) confirmed that two
trends are presents; it is also confirmed by the studies of Schotman and Schweitzer (2000) and Basse (2009). It is
due to two reasons, one is that firms’ revenues increase in nominal terms owing to inflation, this leads to
increased expected earnings further leading to positive association of stock returns and inflation. This is known
as “earning channel”. Second reason is Fischer effect or higher discount rates due to inflation leaving behind low
share prices due to which negative relationship is observed. This is known as “discount rate channel”.
As corporate earnings magnify with inflation in nominal terms, earning channel can be the source of protection
for investors against unexpected inflation shocks. So through earning channel, in which a positive association of
inflation and corporate earnings exist, equities can be useful hedge against inflation. Investors can protect
themselves from inflationary pressure by purchasing common shares. Discussion of different studies reviewed in
literature review revealed that focus of the studies was on capital gain. And equities were proven as effective
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hedge against inflation. In this study we are taking dividends as investor’s return to examine the relationship of
dividends with inflation and real growth rate.
3. Methodology and Data Description
3.1 Data Description and Variables
Study explores the long term causal relationship among dividend, inflation, real growth rate and earnings by
using annual data for the period of 1966–2010. Taking a macroeconomic perspective, we do not focus on
dividend payments of individual firms but aggregated dividend paid by non-financial companies listed on
Karachi Stock Exchange. State Bank of Pakistan provides a hand book of statistics on the Balance Sheet
Analysis of all non-financial companies listed on Karachi Stock Exchange. Data included in this analysis is the
aggregate of all non-financial companies. Proxy used for Dividends is Dividend Yield (D.Y).
Data used is reliable because it is issued by the State Bank of Pakistan which is the central financial body
collecting financial information of all companies. Current reference base period of Dividend Yield is 1966-2010.
3.2 Inflation
There is a common belief that the equity market can act as an effective hedge against inflation because stocks
represent claims on real capital. Accepting this argument, inflation should lead to higher stock prices by
increasing the nominal value of real capital.
Additionally, inflation magnifies the revenues of the corporate sector leading to higher earnings which in turn
leads to an increase of stock prices. Taking this view, inflation should increase the dividend payments. Inflation
is measured using annual inflation rates reported by State Bank of Pakistan. The current reference base period of
Inflation is 1966-2010.
3.3 Return on Equity
As dividends are paid from corporate earnings, study considered earnings of the non-financial companies.
Increase in corporate earnings should increase the dividend payments. However, an increase in earnings is often
not fully reflected in increase in dividends; one of the causes of this situation is dividend smoothening.
Taking macroeconomic perspective, individual companies are not the focus so aggregated earnings of all
non-financial companies are considered. Return on Equity (ROE) is used as a proxy for earnings. Data period for
ROE is 1966–2010.
3.4 Real Growth Rates
Because of the fact that proponents of proxy hypothesis believe that there is relationship between inflation and
real growth rate, we additionally included a measure of real economic activity in Pakistan as fourth variable
namely Real GDP rates. An increase in real economic activity increases the corporate earnings of different
sectors operating in the economy leading to higher earnings which may ultimately lead to higher dividend
payments. Pakistan Bureau of Statistics provides data of Real GDP rates on annual basis. Data period taken for
Real GDP rates is 1966-2010.
This study explores the long term causal relationship among dividend, inflation, real growth rate and earnings by
using annual data for the period of 1966-2010. A general equation of the study is as follows;
.

(1)

Where:
DY

Dividend Yield;
Inflation;

ROE

Return on Equity;

RGR

Real Growth Rates;
.

4. Methodology
There are number of methods available to test for the existence of long-run equilibrium relationship among
time-series variables. Methods used for the purpose may include Engle and Granger (1987) test, fully modified
OLS procedure of Phillips and Hansen’s (1990), maximum likelihood base Johansen (1988, 1991) and JohansenJuselius (1990) tests. Requirement of these method is that variables in the system are of order one i.e. I (1).
Moreover, these methods don’t carry good small sample properties and suffer from low power. Due to these
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problems, a newly developed approach called autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) approach to co-integration
prposed by Pesaran and Shin (1999) is being used in recent years.
Justification to use this methodology in this study is due to its certain advantages over other co-integration
procedures. For example, it can be used regardless of the stationary properties of the variables in the sample.
Secondly, it helps in estimating the long-run estimates which are not possible in alternative co-integration
approach. And finally, ARDL approach accommodates greater number of variables in comparison to other
Vector Autoregressive (VAR) models.
Following steps are taken before applying ARDL approach;

First of all stationarity of data is checked using Augmented Dicky Fuller test. It is used to check whether all
variables are at level (0) or at first difference.
∆

β0

∑ ψi ∆

∑ βi ∆

∑ λi ∆

∑ δi ∆

(2)


In the second step, different diagnostics tests are applied to examine for serial correlation, normality,
heteroscedesticity and functional form.

When all the series are stationary at same level, J.J Approach of cointegration is applied, but when some
series are stationary at levels and other at first or second differences, ARDL is widely used technique for this
purpose.
ARDL approach to co-integration is applied in three stages.
Firstly, optimal lag length is chosen according to one of the standard criteria such as the Schwartz Bayesian or
Akaike Information. After deciding the optimal lag length, ARDL equation is estimated according to the lag
order selected. Following equation shows the ARDL representation of the model.
Secondly, after initial ARDL equation, error correction model is applied in to capture the short term as follows;
∆

β0

∑ βi ∆

∑ λi ∆

∑ δi ∆

(3)

Finally, stability of short-run and long-run coefficients is examined by employing cumulative sum (CUSUM)
and cumulative sum of squares (CUSUMSQ) tests. If plots of CUSUM and CUSUMSQ statistics stay within
the critical bonds of 5 percent level of significance then the null hypothesis (i.e., that the regression equation is
correctly specified) cannot be rejected and model shows structure stability.
5. Empirical Results
5.1 Unit Root Test
Unit root test is used to check the stationarity of the data. We have used Augmented Dickey Fuller test to
examine stationarity. Results of ADF statistics at intercept as well as on intercept and trend are shown in table 1.
Results revealed that DY and INF are non-stationary at levels but at first difference they are stationary. ROE and
RGR are stationary at levels.
Table 1. Augmented Dickey Fuller
Intercept
Series

At Level

Intercept & Trend
1st Difference

At level

1st Difference

DY

-2.73

-9.08

-3.19

-8.99

INF

-2.83

-5.85

-2.78

-5.79

ROE

-5.709

-6.29

-6.009

-6.25

RGR

-5.740886

-9.56

-5.716862

-9.56

1% level

-3.596616

-3.596616

-4.192337

-4.192337

5% level

-2.933158

-2.933158

-3.520787

-3.520787

10% level

-2.604867

-2.604867

-3.191277

-3.191277

Different tests are applied to diagnose serial correlation, functional form and heteroscedasticity of data along
with test of normality. Table 2 shows results of diagnostic tests.
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5.2 Diagnostic Tests
Table 2. Diagnostic tests
Item

Test Applied

CHSQ (χ2)

Prob.

Serial Correlation

LAGRANGE MULTIPLIER TEST

.3065

.038

Functional Form

RAMSEYS’ RESET TEST

.9193E-3

.976

Normality

Test of Skewness and Kurtosis

3.0474

.218

Heteroscedasticity

WHITE

.40219

.516

Table 2 shows that econometric problems like Heteroscedasticity and conflict to normal distribution has not been
observed. Similarly, no model specification error exists with reference to functional form. However, the results
indicate that there exists serial correlation. The ARDL model has been shown to be robust against residual
autocorrelation. Therefore, the presence of autocorrelation does not affect the estimates, Laurenceson and Chai
(2003).
When all the series are stationary at same level, J.J Approach of cointegration is applied, but when some series
are stationary at level and other at first or second difference, ARDL is widely used technique for this purpose. As
results of Augmented Dickey Fuller revealed that series are stationary at different levels, this study adapts ARDL
approach to examine the long term relationship between Dividend Yield, Return on Equity, Inflation and Real
Growth Rates.
5.3 ARDL Approach
5.3.1 Selecting the Lag Order
Different criteria for selection of Lag order are available. Most widely used are Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC), Schwarz Bayesian Criterion (SBC) and Hannan-Quinn Information Criterion. Maximum Lag length is
decided as 1 using SBC. Table 3 exhibits results of ARDL Model based on Schwarz Bayesian Criterion.
Table 3. ARDL estimates based on Schwarz Bayesian criterion
Dependent variable is DY
Regressor

Coefficient

Standard Error

T-Ratio

DY(-1)

0.77639

0.09964

7.7919

Prob.
.000

ROE

-0.010111

0.047412

-.21325

.832

INF

0.10735

0.045211

2.3745]

.023

RGR

0.062778

0.135

.46501

.645

Results reveal that one lag of dividend yield and inflation has significant positive relationship with dividend
yields. While Return on equity and real growth rates have insignificant relationship with dividend yields.
Table 4. Statistics
R-Squared

.49410

R-Bar-Squared

45.518

F-stat

12.6967

Prob. F-stat

.000

Akaike Info. Criterion

-89.5330

Schwarz Bayesian Criterion

-93.0554

DW-statistic

2.4957

The results of the bounds testing approach for Co-integration in table 4 show that the calculated F-statistic is
12.69 at 0 percent level of significance implying that the null hypothesis of no co-integration cannot be accepted
and there exists co-integration relationship among the variables in this model. The value of R-Bar-Squared is
49.5 percent which indicates a good degree of correlation among variables. F statistics is also significant at 0%
which indicates overall goodness of fit.
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5.3.2 Long-Run Coefficients
Table 5. Estimated long run coefficients for selected ARDL model
Regressor

Coefficient

Standard Error

T-Ratio

ROE

-0.04522

0.21845

-.20699

Prob.
. 837

INF

0.48009

0.24622

1.9498

.058

RGR

0.28075

0.57699

.48658

.629

Table 5 displays the results of long term coefficients under ARDL Approach. Results reveal that ROE and real
growth rates have insignificant long run relationship with dividend yield. Inflation has long run positive
relationship with dividend yield.
5.3.3 Error Correction Mechanism
Table 6. Error correction representation for the selected ARDL model
Regressor

Coefficient

Standard Error

T-Ratio

Prob

dROE

-0.010111

0.047412

-0.21325

.832

dINF

0.10735

0.045211

2.3745

.023

dRGR

0.062778

0.135

0.46501

.645

ecm(-1)

-0.22361

0.09964

-2.2442

.03

ECM=DY + .045216*ROE -.48009*INF -.28075*RGR
Error correction results reveal that real growth rate and return on equity have statistically insignificant relation
with dividends in short run. Inflation has statistically significant positive relationship with dividend yields.
The coefficient of determination (R2) after error correction mechanism is 17.6%, which shows significant fitness
of the data, the adjusted R2 is at 11.31%. Durbin Watson value is 2.49 which show no Autocorrelation among the
variables. F-statistic is 12.69 and significant showing a good fit of the model. It is shown in table below.
Table 7. Statistics
R-Squared

.17650

R-Bar-Squared

.11315

F-stat

12.6967

Prob. F-stat

.000

Akaike Info. Criterion

-89.5330

Schwarz Bayesian Criterion

-93.0554

DW-statistic

2.4957

ECM (-1) is one period lag value of error terms that are obtained from the long-run relationship. The coefficient
of ECM (-1) indicates how much of the disequilibrium in the short-run will be fixed (eliminated) in the long run.
As expected, the error correction variable ECM (-1) has been found negative and also statistically significant.
The Coefficient of the ECM term suggests that adjustment process is quite fast and 22.36% of the previous
period’s disequilibrium in dividends from its equilibrium path will be corrected in the current period.
6. CUSUM and CUSUMSQ Statistics
CUSUM and CUSUMSQ plots are drawn to check the stability of short run and long run coefficients in the
ARDL error correction model. Figure 1 shows the cumulative sum of recursive residuals whereas Fig 2 displays
the cumulative sum of squares of recursive residuals.
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Figure 1. Plot of cumulative sum of recursive residuals
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Figure 2. Plot of cumulative sum of squares of recursive residuals
Figure 1 and 2 show that both CUSUM and CUSUMSQ are within the critical bounds of 5% so it indicates that
the model is structurally stable.
7. Conclusion
Study established the existence of positive relationship between dividend and inflation which is consistent with
the findings of Basse (2009) and Basse and Reddemann, (2011). Inflation is significant in both long term and
short term. This positive association can be justified in two ways; one is as inflation affects revenues and
variable cost not the fixed cost, it simply increases the nominal volume of corporate earnings and therefore
dividend payouts, secondly, management feels that there is some optimal dividend policy. Consequently, there
may be an incentive to maintain the real value of dividend income.
Return on equity showed no relationship with dividend yield. It could be due to the reason that companies have a
dividend policy and pay dividends irrespective of the growth in earnings and other factors. So companies pay
dividends to meet market expectation that could be the one of the reasons.
Real growth rates have no effect on dividends. Supply-side models assume that GDP growth of the underlying
economy transforms to shareholders in two forms. Firstly, it flows into corporate earnings and earnings per share
(EPS) growth, and secondly growth in EPS translates into equity price increases. Companies are then justified to
retain profits as shareholders experience capital value gains and don’t insist in cash dividends. Another possible
explanation of this effect may be the implication of pecking order theory that companies prefer to use internal
equity during the period of growth. Companies may retain large chunk of their earnings and may not increase the
amount of dividends.
Study invites additional research for further insight. Many other major macroeconomic factors specifically
monetary policy can be used along with these variables. Although, Pandey and Bhat, (2007) in India and Mohsin
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and Ashraf (2011) in Pakistan studied the monetary policy restrictions on dividends, their work used only single
variable as monetary policy restriction. It would be interesting to analyze the dividends with various other
macroeconomic variables.
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